Tattio is a fabrication process that draws from current body-decoration processes (e.g., jewelry-like metallic temporary tattoos) for the creation of on-skin technology. The fabrication process generates functional components such as NFC tags, circuitry, and thermochromic tattoos, while maintaining the aesthetics and user experience of existing metallic temporary tattoos. The fabrication process is low cost, accessible, and customizable; we seek to enable individuals to design, make, and wear their own skin-technology creations.
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IMU data is used to orient graphics on the device toward the user to provide the illusion of 3D-motion parallax.
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A cradle that rocks and charges your device.
gestures for advancing through the game.
http://www.dropbox.com/s/ rvly3jvvfg2scoc/MagicWand. mp4?dl=0
Priyadarshana, L-L., Porter, V., Carrascal, J-P., Visser, A., Vertegaal, R. MagicWand: Exploring physical affordances with a handheld cylindrical display object. 
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A closeup of the game being played on the embroidery machine.
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Screen maintenance is self-maintenance. 
Gameplay is
